



Winery von Winning
Von Winning not only stands for great
wines but also for an outstanding gastronomic offer and exceptional event
rooms in a wonderful estate villa.

Company Celebration
Whether Christmas party, beginning of
the year, jubilee or simple evenings
among colleagues - in our villa you will
find the optimal conditions for every
occasion. On a total of almost 190m²
can accommodate up to 100 people.

Conferences & Seminars
The flexible, two-level room concept
can be customized according to your
wishes. This allows entrepreneurial
decisions to take place on an appropriate scale. Professional conference
technology, excellent service as well as
culinary delicacies will accompany you
on your way to success.
Packages
59 € half-day | 75 € full-time

Restaurant Leopold
Our in-house restaurant with a feelgood atmosphere leaves nothing to be
desired.
The chefs Michael Pauli and Christian
Meier spoil you with culinary delicacies from the wine region. In addition
to a refined regional cuisine with authentic and fresh products, you can
also look forward to home-made specialties and extraordinary delicacies.

Technical Equipment
Air conditioning | WLAN | Presenter case |
Beamer | Screen | Flipchart | Pinboard

Meeting Rooms
Bel Etage (in total)
Ostflügel
Empire Zimmer
Westflügel
Langer Salon
Direktorenzimmer
Besprechungsraum
Wintergarten
Winery von Winning
Weinstraße 10
D-67146 Deidesheim

Opening hours
Mo. - Fri. 12 to 14 o‘clock | 18 o’clock
Sa. & So. Warm meals served all day

Cellar tour with wine tasting
As a further highlight, we will lead you
through our cellar vault and give you a
taste of our wine repertoire. So a successful day comes to a relaxed end.
Vineyard tour
As an alternative, we also offer a
guided vineyard tour.
Accommodation
Accommodation is available at the
Kaisergarten Hotel & Spa directly opposite our winery (www.kaisergartendeidesheim.com) or the Ketschauer
Hof (www.ketschauer-hof.com).
Contact
Carina Rühl & Ann-Kathrin Toews
Phone: +49 (0)6326 9668713
E-Mail: event@von-winning.de
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